The uncertainty of indoor Wi-Fi positioning is susceptible to many factors, such as sensor distribution, the internal environment (e.g., of a shopping mall), differences between receivers, and the flow of people. In this paper, an indoor pedestrian trajectory pattern mining approach for the assessment of the error and accuracy of indoor Wi-Fi positioning is proposed. First, the stay points of the customer were extracted from the pedestrian trajectories based on the spatiotemporal staying patterns of the customers in a shopping mall. Second, the drift points were distinguished from the stay points through analysis of noncustomer behavior patterns. Finally, the drift points were presented to calculate the errors in the pedestrian trajectories for the accuracy assessment of the indoor Wi-Fi positioning system. A one-month indoor pedestrian trajectories dataset from the Xinxiang Baolong shopping mall in Henan Province, China, was used for the assessment of the error and accuracy values with the proposed approach. The experimental results were verified by incorporating the distribution of the AP sensors. The proposed approach using big data pattern mining can explore the error distribution of indoor positioning systems, which can provide strong support for improving indoor positioning accuracy in the future.
Introduction
The modern rhythm of life means that most human activities, whether work, entertainment or rest, occur indoors. There is a rich diversity and a considerable amount of data from a number of sources. For instance, in large shopping malls, there are tens of thousands of customers every day, and it is very important to understand the behavior of customers to evaluate the store layouts and brand introductions to enhance the profitability of the mall [1] [2] [3] . For all types of transportation corridors, the distributions of indoor flow density and the transport efficiency are inseparable. More reasonable arrangements for the diversion of pedestrians are a priority, and in situations with high-density indoor venues, safe evacuation in the event of an emergency is particularly important. Thus, the indoor positioning data of pedestrians can be used to address these problems and implement effective solutions.
The continuous improvement of the performance of hardware sensor equipment and the ultrahigh penetration rate of smart phones lay the foundation for positioning human indoor activity patterns [4] . These technologies provide strong hardware support for understanding, forecasting, and analyzing indoor human activities. Currently, there are numerous researchers engaged in related research, whether it is the theoretical study of positioning accuracy or the analysis of human behavior patterns based on indoor positioning data with fairly objective research goals. Therefore, research on indoor 2 of 22 positioning is currently a popular topic. Indoor positioning technology provides the TOA (time difference of arrival) based on the electromagnetic wave propagation time positioning technology [5, 6] , the AOA (angle of arrival) based on the incidence angle of electromagnetic waves [7, 8] , the TDOA based on the arrival of the frequency of magnetic wave positioning technology [9, 10] , signal strength based on RSSI (received signal strength indication) positioning technology [11, 12] , and the AP (access point) sensor signal strength based on positioning technology [13, 14] .
However, regardless of the type of positioning technology, there will inevitably be errors, and improved positioning accuracy first relies on identifying the factors that affect regional positioning [15] [16] [17] . The large number of localization algorithms and the complex factors influencing error in positioning data have been discussed by several authors [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . In terms of indoor structures, the indoor positioning accuracy in an ideal environment would be much better than the actual situation [24] [25] [26] . Due to the diversity of indoor environments, the influences of different indoor areas on the signal are different [27] [28] [29] . The results of the statistical analysis of error reveals that the main source of error in regional positioning data is the influence of the wireless communication environment between the mobile terminals [30, 31] and AP sensors [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , followed by the error caused by the most important module positioning algorithms in the indoor positioning system and the positioning error caused by the difference in the signal reception intensities of different mobile terminals [37] [38] [39] [40] . Using multiple data types to improve the credibility of indoor positioning data is a good choice. For example, credit card data have been presented to analyze customer behavior [41] , and Bluetooth has been used to enhance the positioning ability. The system is affected by high population densities, such as those in a mall, and the cost of operation is high [42, 43] . Considering the actual environment, the positioning accuracy and the overall operating costs in malls, this type of positioning scheme has mainly been employed to locate indoor pedestrians by uniformly arranging AP sensors throughout the mall [44] . The accuracy of the Wi-Fi AP positioning systems is usually assessed by the theory model based on the signal positioning principle. Therefore, it is a challenge to propose an effective method for evaluating the quality of indoor positioning accuracy [45] .
Indoor Wi-Fi positioning systems generate massive trajectory data. Indoor trajectory data are similar to outdoor GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) trajectories from taxies, cars and smartphones, which provide rich information for spatiotemporal data mining for pattern analysis [46] [47] [48] . The GNSS trajectory data have been used not only to explore pick-up/drop-off information but also to provide taxi drivers with cruising routes to the recommended pick-up locations [49] [50] [51] . GNSS trajectories are used for urban traffic analyses, pattern analyses of crowd motion and recommending locations to friends [52] . Thus, these spatiotemporal data mining methods can also be implemented for the trajectory data from indoor Wi-Fi positioning systems. Recently, an indoor trajectory mining algorithm was proposed to generate alternative maps for indoor localization [53, 54] . The goal of trajectory processing is noise filtering. The accuracy of the indoor crowdsourced positioning data is an important factor in trajectory learning.
It is very difficult to obtain ground truth data for the indoor Wi-Fi positioning system. Our paper introduces a GIS-based spatiotemporal data-processing method for very large amounts of indoor trajectory data to extract the stay patterns of pedestrians for the accuracy assessment of indoor Wi-Fi positioning systems. In this paper, the phenomenon of positioning drift was found in the indoor pedestrian trajectory data in a shopping mall, and we used this phenomenon to evaluate the errors in the indoor Wi-Fi positioning system. The spatiotemporal attributes of the indoor pedestrian trajectories collected by the Wi-Fi access points in the mall are used to extract the stay trajectory based on the spatiotemporal staying patterns of the customers. The noncustomer behavior patterns were used to discover drift points from the stay points. The drift points can reflect the real errors in the indoor Wi-Fi positioning system. The distribution structure of the AP sensors was used to validate the error assessment results of the proposed approach. The results show that the proposed approach using big data pattern mining can explore the error distribution of indoor positioning systems, which can provide strong support for improving indoor positioning accuracy in the future.
Data and Materials
There is a large amount of pedestrian trajectory data from the indoor Wi-Fi positioning of the Baolong Shopping Mall in Xinxiang, Henan Province, P.R. China, comprising the position information of approximately 6 million customers; approximately 200 million records are generated each day. The data collection occurred from 18 September 2015, to 18 October 2015. There are three floors in the shopping mall, and the locations and types of store on each floor are completely different, as shown in Figure 1 . There is a large amount of pedestrian trajectory data from the indoor Wi-Fi positioning of the Baolong Shopping Mall in Xinxiang, Henan Province, P.R. China, comprising the position information of approximately 6 million customers; approximately 200 million records are generated each day. The data collection occurred from 18 September 2015, to 18 October 2015. There are three floors in the shopping mall, and the locations and types of store on each floor are completely different, as shown in Figure 1 . Each pedestrian positioning record included unique MAC addresses for the mobile devices, which are the basis for distinguishing the individual trajectories. The positioning data also contain the coordinates in the XY plane, floor location (FLOOR) and time (TIME).
Method
There are mass position data that come from the pedestrians, while they are walking in the indoor environment. Their smartphones interact with the Wi-Fi AP sensors, and the server of the Each pedestrian positioning record included unique MAC addresses for the mobile devices, which are the basis for distinguishing the individual trajectories. The positioning data also contain the coordinates in the XY plane, floor location (FLOOR) and time (TIME).
There are mass position data that come from the pedestrians, while they are walking in the indoor environment. Their smartphones interact with the Wi-Fi AP sensors, and the server of the indoor Wi-Fi position system records their trajectories. We cannot easily deduce the accuracy of each smartphone from its built-in position sensor. Thus, the mass position data of different people at different times makes possible the error analysis of the indoor positioning system. Most of the indoor position data are the moving points of the pedestrians, and they have different speeds and walking patterns. It is difficult to analyze the positioning errors via these moving points. The pedestrians have a typical customer stay behavior pattern while shopping. During the stay while shopping, the customer's location will remain relatively constant for a short period of time. However, due to the positioning errors of the indoor positioning system, the coordinates of the stay points will change beyond the relative fixed position. We defined this phenomenon as "drift". Thus, the drift points extracted from stay trajectories can be used for the assessment of the accuracy of the indoor positioning system. The framework of the proposed error analysis approach is described in Figure 2 . indoor Wi-Fi position system records their trajectories. We cannot easily deduce the accuracy of each smartphone from its built-in position sensor. Thus, the mass position data of different people at different times makes possible the error analysis of the indoor positioning system. Most of the indoor position data are the moving points of the pedestrians, and they have different speeds and walking patterns. It is difficult to analyze the positioning errors via these moving points. The pedestrians have a typical customer stay behavior pattern while shopping. During the stay while shopping, the customer's location will remain relatively constant for a short period of time. However, due to the positioning errors of the indoor positioning system, the coordinates of the stay points will change beyond the relative fixed position. We defined this phenomenon as "drift". Thus, the drift points extracted from stay trajectories can be used for the assessment of the accuracy of the indoor positioning system. The framework of the proposed error analysis approach is described in Figure 2 .
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Definition of stay points As Figure 2 shows, first, the pedestrian trajectory patterns in mass positioning data are implemented based on the analysis of the mass indoor data and the customer behavior characteristics. The stay trajectories and stay points are defined for the analysis of error and accuracy, which are described in Section 2.1. Second, the stay points are extracted from the indoor positioning trajectories in Section 2.2. Then, the pattern of the point drift not caused by customer behavior is analyzed, and the drift points are extracted from the stay points for the analysis of the accuracy of the indoor Wi-Fi positioning system, which is described in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 presents the accuracy analysis and calculation approach based on the drift points.
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Definition of Pedestrian Trajectory Patterns in Mass Indoor Positioning Data
The pedestrian trajectories contain different customer behavior patterns. To describe the different trajectory data, we define the following data for the model:
Wi-Fi Point (WP) is a positioning point of the pedestrian trajectories from the Wi-Fi positioning system, which contains XY coordinates and a timestamp, as shown in Figure 3 .
Wi-Fi Point Log (WPL) is a continuous WP set where wp = {wp1, wp2..., wpn}, in which each WP (WPi) belongs to WP (WPi ∈ WP), as shown in Figure 3 .
Pedestrian Trajectory (Tr) is defined in Equation (1) as follows:
where is defined by the xi, yi coordinates of the positioning point in accordance with the timeordered ti connection. Tr is discontinuous in time, as shown in Figure 3 . As Figure 2 shows, first, the pedestrian trajectory patterns in mass positioning data are implemented based on the analysis of the mass indoor data and the customer behavior characteristics. The stay trajectories and stay points are defined for the analysis of error and accuracy, which are described in Section 3.1. Second, the stay points are extracted from the indoor positioning trajectories in Section 3.2. Then, the pattern of the point drift not caused by customer behavior is analyzed, and the drift points are extracted from the stay points for the analysis of the accuracy of the indoor Wi-Fi positioning system, which is described in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 presents the accuracy analysis and calculation approach based on the drift points.
Wi-Fi Point (WP) is a positioning point of the pedestrian trajectories from the Wi-Fi positioning system, which contains XY coordinates and a timestamp, as shown in Figure 3 . As Figure 4 shows, this visualization provides a more intuitive explanation of the concept of stay trajectories. We stipulate that, during a certain time period, customers that remain continuously within a reasonable distance and time threshold during certain activities produce a set of points called a stay trajectory (STr), as Figure 3 shows. The centroid point in this set of dwell points in the stay trajectory is denoted as a stay point (SP). A stay point is a collection of points representing the customer in a certain area of the mall for a continuous period of time. This includes a variety of customer behavior patterns, such as the time spent in more interesting stores. The behavior within a certain activity period is more fixed, or customers in a certain position may wait for the arrival of friends; these activities will cause behavior trajectories to form a stay, as shown in Figure 2 . Therefore, we define a stay point as follows:
D=Distance {CEk-1,(,xk, yk)}
where Cbuffer is a buffer constructed from the centroid (CE) that constitutes the stay point, which is the original point, and the distance threshold ( ) is the radius. The selection of the radius of the buffer is the result of the last convergence of the iterative time and distance thresholds where D is the distance between the updated centroid and the next anchor point, te is the end time of the stay trajectory, and ts is the start time of the stay trajectory; the definition mainly includes any point in SP. In addition, the time difference must be greater than the threshold value, which is calculated as follows:
where tthreshold is a time threshold; ss is a set of stationary points, which appear under the same coordinates or farther apart; and the time discontinuity may be caused by a variety of factors. For example, a Wi-Fi unit may be turned off to save battery power; after a period, the staff can provide Wi-Fi access to again. Another cause could be that in the store, staff can be placed in a location in the store where they move around. Therefore, this type of stationary point will affect the subsequent extraction work to some extent, and the stationary point set will be eliminated from the stay trajectory data. Wi-Fi Point Log (WPL) is a continuous WP set where wp = {wp 1 , wp 2 . . . , wpn}, in which each WP (WP i ) belongs to WP (WP i ∈ WP), as shown in Figure 3 .
where WP i is defined by the x i , y i coordinates of the positioning point in accordance with the time-ordered t i connection. Tr is discontinuous in time, as shown in Figure 3 . As Figure 4 shows, this visualization provides a more intuitive explanation of the concept of stay trajectories. We stipulate that, during a certain time period, customers that remain continuously within a reasonable distance and time threshold during certain activities produce a set of points called a stay trajectory (STr), as Figure 3 shows. The centroid point in this set of dwell points in the stay trajectory is denoted as a stay point (SP). A stay point is a collection of points representing the customer in a certain area of the mall for a continuous period of time. This includes a variety of customer behavior patterns, such as the time spent in more interesting stores. The behavior within a certain activity period is more fixed, or customers in a certain position may wait for the arrival of friends; these activities will cause behavior trajectories to form a stay, as shown in Figure 2 . Therefore, we define a stay point as follows:
where C buffer is a buffer constructed from the centroid (CE) that constitutes the stay point, which is the original point, and the distance threshold (D threshold ) is the radius. The selection of the radius of the buffer is the result of the last convergence of the iterative time and distance thresholds where D is the distance between the updated centroid and the next anchor point, t e is the end time of the stay trajectory, and t s is the start time of the stay trajectory; the definition mainly includes any point in SP.
In addition, the time difference must be greater than the threshold value, which is calculated as follows:
where t threshold is a time threshold; s s is a set of stationary points, which appear under the same coordinates or farther apart; and the time discontinuity may be caused by a variety of factors. For example, a Wi-Fi unit may be turned off to save battery power; after a period, the staff can provide Wi-Fi access to again. Another cause could be that in the store, staff can be placed in a location in the store where they move around. Therefore, this type of stationary point will affect the subsequent extraction work to some extent, and the stationary point set will be eliminated from the stay trajectory data. 
Stay Point Extraction
There are many modes of customer behavior in shopping malls and most notably the staying mode. Thus, it is very important to extract reasonable stay trajectories. The customer activities in the mall are mainly based on the distances and times of action, so the determination of the distance and time thresholds are fundamental for extracting reasonable and effective staying trajectories and stay points. The stay point has two spatiotemporal constraints. The distance was used for the first step to preliminarily determine the potential stay points. Then, the time threshold was strictly selected to screen the final stay points.
Distance Threshold Determination
Since the activities of the customers in the mall are complex and changeable, decisions about indoor residence are difficult. If people are engaged in a small range of activities, we can think of this behavior as a type of stay. For example, in the mall, if a store is interesting, customers in this area will find their favorite items or may wait for friends. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the two factors, distance and time, for the people who exhibit the characteristics of staying in this complex environment. Considering the pedestrian walking speed, the stay pattern should be restricted to a certain walking distance. This can be calculated by the adjacent points. The distance between the adjacent points (Dk, Di) is one of the important parameters for differentiating customer behavior, as shown in Figure 5 . 
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Distance Threshold Determination
Since the activities of the customers in the mall are complex and changeable, decisions about indoor residence are difficult. If people are engaged in a small range of activities, we can think of this behavior as a type of stay. For example, in the mall, if a store is interesting, customers in this area will find their favorite items or may wait for friends. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the two factors, distance and time, for the people who exhibit the characteristics of staying in this complex environment. Considering the pedestrian walking speed, the stay pattern should be restricted to a certain walking distance. This can be calculated by the adjacent points. The distance between the adjacent points (Dk, Di) is one of the important parameters for differentiating customer behavior, as shown in Figure 5 . We statistically analyzed the distances between adjacent points. We used the average distance as the threshold of the distance determination for the stay point in the first step. The distance threshold was determined by the average distance between two adjacent points in the customer trajectory dataset, as shown in Equations (6) and (7) as follows:
where Dmean is the average of the distance between two points in a customer trajectory and is the average of the extracted Dmean. Figure 6 shows the statistics of the distances in the whole dataset. As Figure 6 shows, the distances between the two adjacent points were evenly distributed. The average distance was 3.34 m. Thus, in this paper, we chose 3.34 m as the distance threshold ( ) for the stay point extraction. Although this may not be the true stop point, we used further screening from the time restriction.
Time Threshold Determination
According to the results shown in the following illustration, there was a similar trend in the first 3~9 min, but the values were very different, resulting in high uncertainty. Thus, the results of the We statistically analyzed the distances between adjacent points. We used the average distance as the threshold of the distance determination for the stay point in the first step. The distance threshold was determined by the average distance between two adjacent points in the customer trajectory dataset, as shown in Equations (6) and (7) as follows:
where D mean is the average of the distance between two points in a customer trajectory and D threshold is the average of the extracted D mean . Figure 6 shows the statistics of the distances in the whole dataset. We statistically analyzed the distances between adjacent points. We used the average distance as the threshold of the distance determination for the stay point in the first step. The distance threshold was determined by the average distance between two adjacent points in the customer trajectory dataset, as shown in Equations (6) and (7) as follows:
According to the results shown in the following illustration, there was a similar trend in the first 3~9 min, but the values were very different, resulting in high uncertainty. Thus, the results of the As Figure 6 shows, the distances between the two adjacent points were evenly distributed. The average distance was 3.34 m. Thus, in this paper, we chose 3.34 m as the distance threshold (D threshold ) for the stay point extraction. Although this may not be the true stop point, we used further screening from the time restriction.
According to the results shown in the following illustration, there was a similar trend in the first 3~9 min, but the values were very different, resulting in high uncertainty. Thus, the results of the experiment cause a great deal of interference. As Figure 7 shows, the different distance thresholds showed convergence after 13 min. In addition, the trend remained steady among the thresholds. Because short periods of activity in the mall are very common and complex behaviors, it is difficult to effectively define these short-term activities; thus, a short stay is required to achieve a high level of positioning accuracy, and other auxiliary information can be used to carry out efficient extraction analysis. Therefore, we extracted the stay trajectory and the time threshold of the point of stay at 13 min. experiment cause a great deal of interference. As Figure 7 shows, the different distance thresholds showed convergence after 13 min. In addition, the trend remained steady among the thresholds. Because short periods of activity in the mall are very common and complex behaviors, it is difficult to effectively define these short-term activities; thus, a short stay is required to achieve a high level of positioning accuracy, and other auxiliary information can be used to carry out efficient extraction analysis. Therefore, we extracted the stay trajectory and the time threshold of the point of stay at 13 min. 
The Algorithm for the Extraction of Stay Points from the Staying Trajectories
Through Algorithm 1, which is presented below, these dwell points can be extracted from the algorithm if the customer stays in an area for more than a certain time period. For example, if the customer remains within a 3.34 m range and stays more than 13 min, we record each anchor point between the start time and departure time and at the center of the centroid and then calculate the trajectory coordinates. Before the extraction of the stay trajectories extraction, some intermittent trajectories with limited travel times and large distance intervals were removed from the massive dataset of trajectories. Over repeated iterations, there was a relatively high confidence among the stay trajectory and stay points. While j < pointNum do 5.
Calculate the distance between CE and Wi-Fi: Distance(CE, pj) 6.
If dist < distThreh, then 7.
Update CE (p0, p1, ... , pj) 8.
Calculate the time span between two Wi-Fi points as diffTime = pj.T-pj-1. T 9.
If diffTime is Continuous-time then 10.
SP.insert(WPj) 11. j = j + 1 Figure 7 . Time threshold determination.
Through Algorithm 1, which is presented below, these dwell points can be extracted from the algorithm if the customer stays in an area for more than a certain time period. For example, if the customer remains within a 3.34 m range and stays more than 13 min, we record each anchor point between the start time and departure time and at the center of the centroid and then calculate the trajectory coordinates. Before the extraction of the stay trajectories extraction, some intermittent trajectories with limited travel times and large distance intervals were removed from the massive dataset of trajectories. Over repeated iterations, there was a relatively high confidence among the stay trajectory and stay points.
This algorithm for extracting the stay points considers the customer behavior in the mall and constantly updates the centroid to determine whether the customer movement during a period of action exceeds the threshold. Since time and space are continuous, the extraction of a point with this methodology can ensure that the extracted data have high accuracy.
Algorithm 1: Stay Point_Detection (WP, distThreh, timeThreh,CE)
Input: A Wi-Fi point log WP, a distance threshold distThreh and time span threshold timeThreh, an updated centroid CE, the initial CE was set as the starting point of a complete pedestrian trajectory. Output: A set of stay points SP = {WP} Orderby: Wi-Fi record time T 1. Loop: All pedestrian positioning records 2. While j < pointNum do 3. j = j + 1 4.
While j < pointNum do 5.
Update CE (p0, p1, . . . , pj) 8.
SP.insert(WPj) 11. j = j + 1 12.
Else 13.
SP.time = SP.Endtime − SP. Starttime 14.
If SP.time > timeThreh then 15.
Clear CE.value 16. j = j + 1 17.
Return SP
Drift Point Extraction Based on Noncustomer Behavior Patterns
Drift Phenomenon in Stay Points
Despite the limitations of the algorithm, the stay trajectories could be obtained with a high degree of credibility, and we found that there was a high-frequency phenomenon of data coordinate drift. We called this phenomenon a drift point. A point with drift phenomenon shows a trajectory from the previous point location within a short period of time. The distance between these coordinates is large during the short stay, after which the customer returns to the normal range of customer activities. First, the existence of a drift point suggests that it is part of a stay pattern. Then, during the stay period, some points drift. In addition, the drift point is continuous in time with the positioning points that are recorded before and after its movement. This kind of drift represents a system error in the Wi-Fi positioning.
In the process of extracting the drift points, there were some obstacles and problems, including whether the drift in positioning data was actually a real behavior; for example, when purchasing a drink inside the mall, a customer will visit a vending machine, stay for a short period of time, and then return to their original position. Therefore, we distinguish between the types of drift phenomena, as shown in Figure 8 . If SP.time > timeThreh then 15 .
Clear CE.value 16. j = j+1 17.
Drift Point Extraction Based on Noncustomer Behavior Patterns
Drift Phenomenon in Stay Points
In the process of extracting the drift points, there were some obstacles and problems, including whether the drift in positioning data was actually a real behavior; for example, when purchasing a drink inside the mall, a customer will visit a vending machine, stay for a short period of time, and then return to their original position. Therefore, we distinguish between the types of drift phenomena, as shown in Figure 8 . Drift Phenomenon A: Repeated jumping of the trajectory inside the mall and short stay periods account for a certain proportion of the customer positioning data, but this type of behavior trajectory cannot be used to determine whether the system caused the drift or if the true customer behavior is 
Drift Phenomenon A:
Repeated jumping of the trajectory inside the mall and short stay periods account for a certain proportion of the customer positioning data, but this type of behavior trajectory cannot be used to determine whether the system caused the drift or if the true customer behavior is reflected. Thus, in the drift point extraction algorithm, such behavior characteristics are not interpreted as the characteristic of the drift points caused by Wi-Fi positioning error.
Drift Phenomenon B: During a stay period, there is an occurrence of abnormal data movement, but after a short time, the trajectory jumps back to the original region. This type of behavior is a non-customer behavior that is characteristic of the typical drift points caused by Wi-Fi positioning errors. Thus, some arithmetic has been added to the drift point extraction algorithm to restrict the positioning data to ensure that the extraction of the drift points is objective and real.
Drift Phenomenon C: This type of drift phenomenon stays in several places repeatedly. The stay time is not long; therefore, for this type of drift point characteristic pattern, it is also difficult to determine whether this activity is the customer's real behavior pattern or the result of the environmental factors. Therefore, this type of drift phenomenon is not a characteristic pattern caused by Wi-Fi positioning error.
Only points exhibiting Drift Phenomenon B are showing a noncustomer behavior and can be confirmed to be drift points (DP) for the accuracy assessment of the indoor Wi-Fi positioning system.
Extraction of Drift Points from Stay Points
Therefore, we extracted the drift points that showed the characteristics of Drift Phenomenon B. As shown in Figure 9 , a customer has data records in areas A, B, and C. The areas A and C are closer together, and there are consecutive time records. The customer moved a distance between A and B, stayed for a short time at location B, and then returned to area A immediately. After a period of time, the customer moved from A to area C and stayed there for some time. Drift Phenomenon C: This type of drift phenomenon stays in several places repeatedly. The stay time is not long; therefore, for this type of drift point characteristic pattern, it is also difficult to determine whether this activity is the customer's real behavior pattern or the result of the environmental factors. Therefore, this type of drift phenomenon is not a characteristic pattern caused by Wi-Fi positioning error.
Therefore, we extracted the drift points that showed the characteristics of Drift Phenomenon B. As shown in Figure 9 , a customer has data records in areas A, B, and C. The areas A and C are closer together, and there are consecutive time records. The customer moved a distance between A and B, stayed for a short time at location B, and then returned to area A immediately. After a period of time, the customer moved from A to area C and stayed there for some time. Therefore, we defined the drift points as follows:
where the definition of DP (drift points) creates limits for the distance and time thresholds. The time difference between tk and tk−1 is used to determine the temporal continuity. The distance between Pk and Pk−1 is compared with the action Dthreshold. Therefore, it is found that the trajectory is a drift phenomenon, and the drift phenomenon is not the real behavior of the customer. According to the order of the times, the data are arranged sequentially, the distance between the current positioning point and the previous anchor point is computed, and if the distance threshold is smaller than before the extraction, the point is judged as a stay and enters the trajectory judgment process. If the distance is greater than the threshold value, it enters the drift point judgment process. Finally, the staying trajectory with the drift points is extracted. The distance threshold of the drift Therefore, we defined the drift points as follows:
where the definition of DP (drift points) creates limits for the distance and time thresholds. The time difference between t k and t k−1 is used to determine the temporal continuity. The distance between P k and P k−1 is compared with the action D threshold . Therefore, it is found that the trajectory is a drift phenomenon, and the drift phenomenon is not the real behavior of the customer.
According to the order of the times, the data are arranged sequentially, the distance between the current positioning point and the previous anchor point is computed, and if the distance threshold is smaller than before the extraction, the point is judged as a stay and enters the trajectory judgment process. If the distance is greater than the threshold value, it enters the drift point judgment process. Finally, the staying trajectory with the drift points is extracted. The distance threshold of the drift point is selected as the time and distance between the stay point and the drift point. If the result is greater than the human walking speed of 1.5 m/s, it exceeds the drift point distance threshold, and the time threshold of less than one minute is used to extract the drift point. The detail procedure of drift points (DP) detection is given in Algorithm 2. Detection (WP, distThreh, timeThreh, CE, driftdistThreh, While j < pointNum do 5.
Algorithm 2 Drift Point
Calculate the distance between CE and Wi-Fi point: dist = Distance(CE,pj) 6.
Calculate the time span between two Wi-Fi points: diffTime = pj.T-pj-1.T 7.
Calculate the time span between drift point and stay point: driftdiffTime = pj.T-p j−i .T 8.
Calculate the time span between drift point and stay point: backstayPointdist = pj.T-p j−i .T 9.
If dist<distThreh then 10.
Update CE(p0,p1..pj) 11.
If diffTime is Continuous-time then 12.
DP.insert(WPj) 13. j = j + 1 14.
Elif dist > driftdistThreh and diffTime is Continuous-time 15.
and driftdiffTime < drifttimeThreh 16. i = i + 1 17.
Elif backstayPointdist< distThreh and diffTime is Continuous-time 18.
DP.insert(WP j ,WP j−1 ,"',WP j−i ) 19.
DP.time = DP.Endtime − DP.Starttime 20. i = 0 21.
If DP.time > timeThreh then 22.
Clear CE.value 23. j = j + 1 24. Return DP Figure 10 gives the results of the extraction of the drift points from stay points with the proposed Algorithm 2.
As Figure 10 shows, in indoor places, the drift points are more scattered. Therefore, the drift phenomenon was not limited to a particular region; rather, Drift Phenomenon B was found throughout the entire indoor area. This result was consistent with the random distribution characteristics of the errors from the indoor Wi-Fi positioning system.
22.
Clear CE.value 23. j = j + 1 24. Return DP Figure 10 gives the results of the extraction of the drift points from stay points with the proposed Algorithm 2. 
Accuracy Analysis Based on Drift Points
We use the extracted drift points (DP) and stay points (SP) for the accuracy assessment of the indoor Wi-Fi positioning system, as shown in Figure 11 . The standard deviations (SD) and averages (AVE) of all stay points as calculated in Equations (9)-(12) are taken as the random positioning error of the indoor Wi-Fi positioning system. The average offset of drift points (AoD) and the standard deviation of drift points (SDoD) to the centroid are taken as the system error of the indoor Wi-Fi positioning system, as calculated in Equation (11) . These metrics are calculated as follows: 12) where N is the total number of stay points and N d is the number of drift points, x i is the distance from each point to the centroid of stay points, µ is the average of x i , d i is the distance from each drift point to the centroid of the stay point and µ d is the average offset of the drift points.
where N is the total number of stay points and Nd is the number of drift points, is the distance from each point to the centroid of stay points, μ is the average of , is the distance from each drift point to the centroid of the stay point and is the average offset of the drift points.
Centroid of Stay points
Stay points / with Drift Phenomenon B
Drift point Drift point Figure 11 . Error and accuracy calculations with the stay points and drift point.
Experiments and Analysis
Error and Accuracy of the Indoor Wi-Fi Positioning System
We conducted a detailed analysis of the three floors of the shopping mall and produced statistics for three periods from the dataset, including time, count of MAC (CM), count of drift points (CDP), Figure 11 . Error and accuracy calculations with the stay points and drift point.
Experiments and Analysis
Error and Accuracy of the Indoor Wi-Fi Positioning System
We conducted a detailed analysis of the three floors of the shopping mall and produced statistics for three periods from the dataset, including time, count of MAC (CM), count of drift points (CDP), average error (AVE), standard deviation (SD), and the average offset of drift points (AoD). The periods examined were one day, one week, and one month. The count of MAC (CM) was based on the number of users within the mall. The count of the drift points (CDP) was the number of drift points extracted from stay points. The statistical results of accuracy are shown in Table 1 . As Table 1 shows, the average error was within 4 m, and the standard deviation was approximately 2.5 m, which indicated the accuracy of the indoor Wi-Fi positioning system. The average offset of drift points was approximately 9 m, which indicated a system error in the indoor Wi-Fi positioning system. However, the standard deviation was approximately 1 m, indicating that the system error was relatively stable for the system compensation and correction. Figure 12 presents the kernel destiny of the drift points on different floors and during different time periods. 
Analysis of the Spatial Accuracy of the Indoor Wi-Fi Positioning System
For the indoor surroundings, the error and accuracy of the Wi-Fi positioning system were related to the indoor structure. The indoor structure of a shopping mall determines the distribution of the shops, which leads to different crowd densities. In addition, the indoor structure determined the layout of the AP sensors, which led to different signal intensities of the indoor Wi-Fi system. Thus, the crowd density and signal intensity will affect the spatial accuracy of the indoor Wi-Fi positioning system. We further analyzed the spatial error and accuracy of the indoor Wi-Fi positioning system from two perspectives.
Relationship between Crowd Density and Indoor Positioning Error
To analyze the correlation between the crowd density and indoor positioning error, the six million data recordings in the stores on one day on each floor were used as examples for a perform linear regression and correlation analysis. The result is shown in Table 2 . Table 2 . Correlation analysis between the crowd density and the error in the stores. Figure 12a -c presents the statistical analysis of the first floor for one day, one week, and one month, respectively. It is clear that the drift points on the first floor were scattered and that the peak value was near the exit. Figure 12d -f shows the statistical analysis of the second floor for one day, one week, and one month, respectively. The distribution of the points on the second floor were more centralized, and the points were mainly located in the central area of the second floor. The high flow density of the area caused the positioning errors. Figure 12g -i visualizes the statistical analysis of the third floor for one day, one week, and one month, respectively. The stores on the third floor featured a food court, so the peak of the error was concentrated on the food court in the central area.
Model Summary
Analysis of the Spatial Accuracy of the Indoor Wi-Fi Positioning System
Relationship between Crowd Density and Indoor Positioning Error
To analyze the correlation between the crowd density and indoor positioning error, the six million data recordings in the stores on one day on each floor were used as examples for a perform linear regression and correlation analysis. The result is shown in Table 2 . Table 2 . Correlation analysis between the crowd density and the error in the stores.
Model Summary Coefficients
Adjusted In Table 3 , we can see that the value of T was the result of the t-test of the regression coefficient. The larger the absolute value was, the smaller the sig was, where sig represents the significance of the t-test. In statistics, sig < 0.05 is generally considered to represent a significant test coefficient. The absolute value of the regression coefficient was significantly greater than zero, indicating that the independent variable could effectively predict the variation in the dependent variable. The statistical results showed that the volume of people in a shop affected the error value, as illustrated in Figure 13 . Table 3 . Correlation analysis between the crowd density and error outside the store.
Adjusted In Table 3 , we can see that the value of T was the result of the t-test of the regression coefficient. The larger the absolute value was, the smaller the sig was, where sig represents the significance of the t-test. In statistics, sig <0.05 is generally considered to represent a significant test coefficient. The absolute value of the regression coefficient was significantly greater than zero, indicating that the independent variable could effectively predict the variation in the dependent variable. The statistical results showed that the volume of people in a shop affected the error value, as illustrated in Figure  13 . As Figure 13 shows, in the stores, the crowd density and the positioning error were positively correlated. The high crowd density could easily result in error. The higher the crowd density was, the greater the error was. Thus, we conducted a statistical experiment in the area outside of the indoor stores. First, we evenly divided and orderly numbered the area outside of the indoor stores. Then, we performed a spatial join with the grid, the recorded points and the error points of the customer and performed a statistical analysis of the relationship between the flow density of the area outside the stores and the error. We also conducted a linear regression and correlation analyses with the observational data. The results are shown in Table 3 . As Figure 13 shows, in the stores, the crowd density and the positioning error were positively correlated. The high crowd density could easily result in error. The higher the crowd density was, the greater the error was. Thus, we conducted a statistical experiment in the area outside of the indoor stores. First, we evenly divided and orderly numbered the area outside of the indoor stores. Then, we performed a spatial join with the grid, the recorded points and the error points of the customer and performed a statistical analysis of the relationship between the flow density of the area outside the stores and the error. We also conducted a linear regression and correlation analyses with the observational data. The results are shown in Table 3 .
As Table 3 shows, we can see that the correlation between the area outside the store and the error was low, so the flow density of area outside the store had less of an influence on the error.
Relationship between the AP Sensors and Indoor Positioning Error
It is hard to obtain ground truth data of the trajectories. The method proposed in this paper was to assess the actual accuracy of the indoor Wi-Fi position and to improve the layout of the Wi-Fi sites. Thus, we introduced a theoretical model of Wi-Fi positioning based on the Wi-Fi sites to generate an error map as the ground truth data. Given that the floor plans of different stores are complex, the communication strength of the AP sensor varies greatly. Therefore, we verified the error and accuracy of the indoor Wi-Fi positioning system according to the distribution of the AP sensors.
Inside the shopping mall, the AP sensors (Aruba ap-103) were arranged uniformly. Taking the average nearest distance between the different AP sensors as a search radius, the number of other AP points appearing within the search radius of each AP point is multiplied by a coefficient (0.5 in the store and 1 outside the store). Then, the results are treated with a weight Zi, and an inverse distance-weighted interpolation is performed using the AP locations and the Zi weight, which is shown in Equation (13) as follows:
where P is an arbitrary positive number and is usually set to 2. Hi is the distance between the AP sensor and the interpolating point, as in Equation (14) as follows:
where (X, Y) is the coordinate of the interpolating point, and (X i , Y i ) is the coordinate of the AP sensor. Figure 14 gives the predicted positioning errors with respect to the AP sensors calculated by the inverse distance-weighted method and the actual errors of the indoor Wi-Fi positioning system with our proposed approach. points appearing within the search radius of each AP point is multiplied by a coefficient (0.5 in the store and 1 outside the store). Then, the results are treated with a weight Zi, and an inverse distanceweighted interpolation is performed using the AP locations and the Zi weight, which is shown in Equation (13) as follows:
where (X, Y) is the coordinate of the interpolating point, and (Xi, Yi) is the coordinate of the AP sensor. Figure 14 gives the predicted positioning errors with respect to the AP sensors calculated by the inverse distance-weighted method and the actual errors of the indoor Wi-Fi positioning system with our proposed approach. As Figure 14 shows, the error was small in the areas with higher scores for the sensors and was especially high at the left and right ends of the floor plan, where the error was particularly prominent. Combined with the distribution of the AP sensors, it was found that the distribution of the AP sensors had a great influence on the production of the error.
In addition, we randomly selected samples in nine different areas of the weighted distribution to study the relationship between the distances between the AP sensors and the positioning error. Figure 15 gives the statistical results of the accuracy assessment of the average distance of the sample points to the three nearby sensors.
As Figure 15 shows, with increasing weight level, the average distance between the sample point As Figure 14 shows, the error was small in the areas with higher scores for the sensors and was especially high at the left and right ends of the floor plan, where the error was particularly prominent. Combined with the distribution of the AP sensors, it was found that the distribution of the AP sensors had a great influence on the production of the error.
In addition, we randomly selected samples in nine different areas of the weighted distribution to study the relationship between the distances between the AP sensors and the positioning error. Figure 15 gives the statistical results of the accuracy assessment of the average distance of the sample points to the three nearby sensors. 
Discussion
According to pattern analysis of the indoor pedestrian trajectory data from the Baolong Shopping Mall in Xinxiang city, we can not only acquire the set of stay points with a high degree of confidence but also provide a scientific and effective approach to the stores in the shopping mall in the form of the stay points dataset and propose effective improvement schemes from a security standpoint. For example, we evaluated the aggregations of people staying still at different times and the flow densities in each area to avoid the casualties caused by emergencies. As shown in Figure 16 , the experiments were conducted on the first floor of the shopping mall on October 1st and September 26th, and we compared the data. Because October 1st is National Day, the visitor flow rate was relatively large compared with that on nonholidays. Therefore, the kernel density analysis was conducted using the extracted drift points. It can easily be seen that the coverage area and the numerical values of the former dates were larger than those of the latter, and the MAC record on October 1st contained nearly 69,812 records, while there were only 34,354 records for September 26th. It was clear that the customer flow on that day was different. In some particular areas, a high visitor flow rate was accompanied by a high error. Therefore, from the extraction and correction of the drift points, the stay points could be merged to improve the positioning system. It can be helpful to provide such a scientific and reasonable improvement project to businesses. For example, if businesses were allowed to improve their AP As Figure 15 shows, with increasing weight level, the average distance between the sample point and the nearby AP sensors as gradually reduced, and the positioning error was gradually reduced. Thus, the locations of the AP sensor will affect the error of indoor positioning systems. This result can also verify that the error and accuracy assessment with our proposed approach was correct and effective.
According to pattern analysis of the indoor pedestrian trajectory data from the Baolong Shopping Mall in Xinxiang city, we can not only acquire the set of stay points with a high degree of confidence but also provide a scientific and effective approach to the stores in the shopping mall in the form of the stay points dataset and propose effective improvement schemes from a security standpoint. For example, we evaluated the aggregations of people staying still at different times and the flow densities in each area to avoid the casualties caused by emergencies. As shown in Figure 16 , the experiments were conducted on the first floor of the shopping mall on October 1st and September 26th, and we compared the data. Because October 1st is National Day, the visitor flow rate was relatively large compared with that on nonholidays. Therefore, the kernel density analysis was conducted using the extracted drift points. 
According to pattern analysis of the indoor pedestrian trajectory data from the Baolong Shopping Mall in Xinxiang city, we can not only acquire the set of stay points with a high degree of confidence but also provide a scientific and effective approach to the stores in the shopping mall in the form of the stay points dataset and propose effective improvement schemes from a security standpoint. For example, we evaluated the aggregations of people staying still at different times and the flow densities in each area to avoid the casualties caused by emergencies. As shown in Figure 16 , the experiments were conducted on the first floor of the shopping mall on October 1st and September 26th, and we compared the data. Because October 1st is National Day, the visitor flow rate was relatively large compared with that on nonholidays. Therefore, the kernel density analysis was conducted using the extracted drift points. It can easily be seen that the coverage area and the numerical values of the former dates were larger than those of the latter, and the MAC record on October 1st contained nearly 69,812 records, while there were only 34,354 records for September 26th. It was clear that the customer flow on that day was different. In some particular areas, a high visitor flow rate was accompanied by a high error. It can easily be seen that the coverage area and the numerical values of the former dates were larger than those of the latter, and the MAC record on October 1st contained nearly 69,812 records, while there were only 34,354 records for September 26th. It was clear that the customer flow on that day was different. In some particular areas, a high visitor flow rate was accompanied by a high error. Therefore, from the extraction and correction of the drift points, the stay points could be merged to improve the positioning system. It can be helpful to provide such a scientific and reasonable improvement project to businesses. For example, if businesses were allowed to improve their AP positioning to enhance the accuracy of indoor positioning, the design structure of the mall would not affect the signal transmission as much. This measure can not only guarantee data collection but also will keep the doors open. By comparing the times that customers entered and exited a store, we found that there were two main factors that affected the accuracy of the indoor positioning in the shopping mall: the internal structure and the distribution of the AP sensors. In the future, we will continue to explore the influence of the building materials on positioning accuracy. We can overlap the real accuracy map with the proposed trajectory analysis with the accuracy calculation result from the theoretical model of the indoor Wi-Fi positioning system. This comparison can provide strong support for exploring reasonable schemes to improve the error in the future.
In this paper, we analyzed the error of indoor positioning data by extracting the drift points, which was not only a good evaluation method, but also a new point of view for assessing indoor positioning error. The accuracy assessment result was related to the drift points extracted from stay points. However, customers may also move within stores when they stop while shopping; thus, the stay behavior patterns of the customers while shopping has a relatively fixed position. Although the determination of the drift points considers both the time restriction and distance restriction, the movement of some customers around the store appears similar to drift, which will affect the error calculation of the indoor positioning system. Combining more than two drifts in the stay points would increase the reliability of the precision of the computation. There is a large gap between the staying time and distance in indoor positioning data and outdoor GNSS data. The collection of outdoor GNSS positioning data is often based on travel habits. Therefore, people's action distances are usually measured from the location of their home, their office or entertainment venues and there are a variety of choices of modes of travel, and the rate of coverage of the outdoor GNSS positioning data in one day can usually cover all travel in daily life and work. Therefore, the timescale and distance of GNSS outdoor positioning is much larger than that for indoor positioning. In the analysis of the activities of people indoors, the accuracy of the extraction of the stay points from indoor positioning data needs to be more sophisticated to produce content that is more refined. It will also be important to conduct further studies in the future and to explore the trajectories of pedestrians.
In addition, we can combine this approach with GNSS to achieve seamless positioning of customer location information to obtain complete behavior trajectories as customers move from indoors to outdoors and to achieve a more detailed study of customer behavior in the future. For example, this approach would be useful in residential and retail areas, to name a few. Based on the behavior observed in the shopping mall and the outdoor behavior patterns, we can acquire abstract characteristics of and attribute information about the customer. In the future, other information can be selected to meet customer needs according to these characteristics and attributes. We can calculate when the user accesses the POI (point of interest) based on the user's trajectory data. In the process of the extraction and analysis of indoor positioning data, this information can also be combined with other data (credit card records, video surveillance, registered brand member information, etc.) to achieve precise estimations of the needs of the user. Current research shows that credit card information has potential in urban planning for combating disease: indoor positioning data, in combination with specific information on stores and local weather information, can be used to predict outbreaks of disease.
Conclusions
Although the accuracy of indoor positioning technology continues to improve, there are still many phenomena that are easily overlooked for the positioning algorithm. For example, the frequency of drift phenomena influences the real location information. In addition, we still lack effective methods and theories for evaluating positioning error. These factors affect location-based services and applications with indoor positioning big data. In this paper, we proposed an original method for evaluating the uncertainty range of indoor positioning based on the Wi-Fi access points deployed in a shopping mall. We also provide a clear definition of stay points and drift points in indoor positioning data. After preprocessing the original data, we performed a scientific and effective extraction of the set of stay points and drift points via an algorithm. The experiments showed that the above definitions and algorithms can be used to evaluate the error and accuracy of indoor Wi-Fi positioning systems and can be applied to a wider range of applications. We found that the formation of these errors was closely related to the locations of APs and to the internal structure of the shopping mall. We believe that this approach constitutes a promising research direction for improving the accuracy of indoor positioning data through the analysis of the error of indoor positioning data. In future studies, through research on improving indoor positioning accuracy, this approach can ensure that the feature extraction of behavioral patterns is accurate.
